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Unstable attrators indue perpetual synhronization and desynhronization
Mar Timme, Fred Wolf, and Theo Geisel
Max-Plank-Institut für Strömungsforshung and Fakultät für Physik,
Universität Göttingen, 37073 Göttingen, Germany.
Common experiene suggests that attrating invariant sets in nonlinear dynamial systems are
generally stable. Contrary to this intuition, we present a dynamial system, a network of pulse-
oupled osillators, in whih unstable attrators arise naturally. From random initial onditions,
groups of synhronized osillators (lusters) are formed that send pulses alternately, resulting in a
periodi dynamis of the network. Under the inuene of arbitrarily weak noise, this synhroniza-
tion is followed by a desynhronization of lusters, a phenomenon indued by attrators that are
unstable. Perpetual synhronization and desynhronization lead to a swithing among attrators.
This is explained by the geometrial fat, that these unstable attrators are surrounded by basins
of attration of other attrators, whereas the full measure of their own basin is loated remote from
the attrator. Unstable attrators do not only exist in these systems, but moreover dominate the
dynamis for large networks and a wide range of parameters.
As attrators determine the long-term be-
havior of dissipative dynamial systems, the
notion of attrators is entral to studies
in many elds of siene. Aording to
the mathematial denitions of an attrator,
states that originate in a ertain volume of
state spae, the basin of attration, evolve to-
wards the respetive attrator. Sine states
slightly perturbed from an attrator often
stay onned to its viinity and nally re-
turn to it, attrators are widely onsidered to
be stable. Attrating yet unstable states are
onsistent with an attrator denition intro-
dued by Milnor. There is evidene that suh
Milnor attrators might not be unommon in
ertain systems that exhibit strange invariant
sets with a fratal geometry. In general, how-
ever, unstable attrators seem to be speial
ases that have to be onstruted artiially
by preisely tuning parameters. Contrary to
this intuition, we present an example of a dy-
namial system, a network of pulse-oupled
osillators, in whih unstable attrators with
periodi dynamis arise naturally. Unstable
attrators are shown to prevail for large net-
works and a wide range of parameters. In the
presene of arbitrarily weak noise, a perpet-
ual synhronization and desynhronization of
groups of osillators ours whih leads to a
swithing among dierent attrators.
I. INTRODUCTION
The onept of attrators is underlying the analy-
sis of many natural systems as well as the design of
artiial systems. For instane, the omputational
apabilities of neural networks are ontrolled by the
attrators of their olletive dynamis [1, 2, 3℄. Con-
sequently, the nature and design of attrators in suh
systems onstitute a fous of urrent researh inter-
est [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄. In gen-
eral, the state spae of a nonlinear dynamial system
is partitioned into various basins of attration from
whih states evolve towards the respetive attrators.
Sine states that are slightly perturbed from an at-
trator often stay onned to its viinity and eventu-
ally return to the attrator, attrators are ommonly
onsidered to be stable [16, 17, 18℄.
In this paper we study the dynamis of networks
of pulse-oupled osillators [4, 5, 6℄, in whih un-
stable attrators exist and arise naturally as a ol-
letive phenomenon. Suh models of pulse-oupled
osillators desribe e.g. synhronization in spiking
neural networks and the dynamis of other natural
systems as diverse as paemaker ells in the heart,
populations of ashing reies, and earthquakes (f.
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22℄).
We identify an analytially tratable network ex-
hibiting unstable attrators. For this network we
demonstrate the existene of attrators that are un-
stable and loated remote from the volume of their
own basins of attration. Suh attrating yet unsta-
ble states are onsistent with a denition of attra-
tors introdued by Milnor, whih neither presumes
nor implies stability [23℄. In ertain other systems
suh Milnor attrators might not be unommon if
these systems exhibit strange invariant sets with a
fratal geometry [24, 25, 26, 27, 28℄. More gener-
ally, however, attrators that are not stable seem
to be speial ases that have to be onstruted ar-
tiially by preisely tuning parameters. Contrary
to this intuition, in the system onsidered here, un-
stable attrators with regular, periodi dynamis are
typial in large networks and persist even if the phys-
ial model parameters are varied substantially. The
rst disovery of the ourrene and prevalene of
unstable attrators in networks of pulse-oupled os-
2illators was reported in [15℄. Here we give a more
detailed analysis of suh unstable attrators and ex-
plain the observation that they only our for exi-
tatory (phase advaning) interations but are absent
if the interations are inhibitory (phase retarding).
We argue that dynamial onsequenes of unstable
attrators may persist in a general lass of systems
of pulse-oupled units. Suh onsequenes inlude
an ongoing swithing among unstable attrators in
the presene of noise. In systems where the on-
vergene towards an attrator has a funtional role,
suh as the solution of a omputational task by a
neural network [1, 2, 3℄, swithing indues a high de-
gree of exibility that may provide the system with a
unique advantage ompared to multistable systems:
In general, it is hard to leave a stable attrator after
onvergene, e.g. the ompletion of a task. With an
unstable attrator, however, a small perturbation is
suient to leave the attrator and to swith towards
another one.
This paper is organized as follows: In setion II we
introdue a lass of network models of pulse-oupled
osillators. We briey review earlier results on syn-
hronization phenomena in suh networks within the
framework introdued by Mirollo and Strogatz that
is desribed in detail in setion III. In setion IV
we desribe the numerial observation that, in the
presene of noise, trajetories approah and retreat
from periodi orbits by perpetual synhronization
and desynhronization of groups of osillators. To-
gether with further numerial investigations, this
leads to the hypothesis, that the observed dynamis
is indued by attrators that are unstable. In setion
V we perform an exat stability analysis of a parti-
ularly seleted set of attrators. It is followed by an
analysis of the dynamis during a swithing transi-
tion between two states (Se. VI) that is further or-
roborated by a numerial investigation of the stru-
ture of basins of attrations in state spae. These
results demonstrate that unstable attrators indeed
exist in the lass of networks of pulse-oupled osil-
lators onsidered. Setion VII ompletes our analy-
sis showing that unstable attrators prevail in large
networks for a wide range of parameters. The paper
onludes in setion VIII with (i) a disussion of the
dynamial onsequene of swithing among unstable
attrators in omparison to smoothly oupled sys-
tems, (ii) a brief presentation of preliminary results
for networks exhibiting dierent interations or more
omplex strutures and (iii) an outlook for future in-
vestigations.
II. MODELS OF PULSE-COUPLED
OSCILLATORS
In studies of synhronization phenomena in net-
works of pulse-oupled osillators, single elements
are often modelled as phase osillators, assuming
that the dynamis of the amplitude of the osillation
is less important. Thus there is only one relevant dy-
namial variable,Wi, that desribes the dynamis of
an individual osillator i. In models of many natu-
ral systems, the osillator variable Wi represents an
analogue of a potential, like the membrane poten-
tial in the ase of a urrent-driven nerve ell. The
dynamis of a network of pulse-oupled osillators is
ommonly desribed by a system of oupled ordinary
dierential equations
dWi
dt
= A(Wi) +B(Wi)Si(t) (1)
for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} where A and B are ontinuous
funtions and Si represents the interations within
the network. The pulse-oupling between osillators
is given by
Si(t) =
N∑
j=1
∞∑
m=−∞
εijKij(t− tj,m) (2)
where εij is the strength of the oupling from osil-
lator j to osillator i and the response kernels Kij(t)
have the property that Kij(t) ≥ 0, Kij(t) = 0 for
t < 0, and
∫
∞
−∞
Kij(t)dt = 1. The sum inludes all
times tj,m at whih osillator j reahes a threshold
Wθ := 1 (from below) for the m
th
time,
Wj(tj,m) ≥Wθ = 1 ,
dWj(t)
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=tj,m
> 0. (3)
If this threshold is reahed,Wj is reset to a potential
Wj(t
+
j,m) := Wreset = 0 (4)
and a signal is generated that is sent to osillators i.
Commonly, a unit that is reset and sends out a pulse
when it reahes a threshold is said to re at that
instant of time. This form of pulse-oupling ideal-
izes the fat that in diverse biologial systems suh as
populations of ashing reies or networks of spiking
neurons in the brain, units interat by stereotyped
short-lasting signals that are generated as the state
of a unit reahes a threshold. Note that the normal-
izations Wθ = 1 and Wreset = 0 are made without
loss of generality. Whereas Eqs. (1)(4) desribe the
interation dynamis without delays between send-
ing and reeption of a pulse, a delay τ > 0 an easily
be inluded by a transformation Kij(t)→ Kij(t− τ)
of the response kernels.
3It is often onvenient [8℄ (and under weak ondi-
tions possible) to transform the variablesWi aord-
ing to
Vi(t) :=
1
C
∫ Wi(t)
0
B(w)−1dw (5)
where
C =
∫ 1
0
B(w)−1dw (6)
suh that (1) beomes
dVi
dt
= Aˆ(Vi) +
1
C
Si(t) (7)
for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} where Aˆ(V ) =
C−1A(W (V ))/B(W (V )) is determined solving
Eq. (5) for W . If the duration of the response of a
unit i to an inoming pulse is suiently brief, the
kernels Kij in (2) may be idealized by the Dira
distribution
Kij(t) = δ(t) (8)
suh that the oupling beomes disontinuous.
For the ommonly used leaky integrate-and-re
models of osillators the free dynamis is given by
the linear inhomogeneous dierential equation
dV
dt
= −γV + I (9)
suh that the network dynamis of suh osillators is
given by substituting Aˆ(Vi) = I − γVi in (7) where
I is an external urrent and γ > 0 measures the dis-
sipation in the system. This linear dierential equa-
tion has the advantages that the solution is known
expliitely and the response to an additional ur-
rent an be found by superposition arguments. For
suiently large external urrent, I > γ, the free
(Si(t) ≡ 0) dynamis
V (t) = I/γ (1− e−γt) for 0 < t ≤ T
V (t+ T ) = V (t)
(10)
is periodi (Fig. 1) with period T = 1
γ
ln
(
1− γ
I
)
−1
.
To study the synhronization of paemaker ells
in the heart, Peskin studied a simple, globally ou-
pled network of suh leaky integrate-and-re osilla-
tors [19℄ where the oupling is not delayed, τ = 0,
and the responses are innitely fast, Kij(t) = δ(t),
exitatory, and homogeneous, εij = ε > 0. In his
1975 book he onjetured that arbitrary initial on-
ditions onverge towards the fully synhronous state
in whih all osillators re simultaneously. He gave
a proof for N = 2 osillators assuming that both
0 T
t
0
1
IΓ
V
Figure 1: Dynamis of a non-interating integrate-and-
re osillator. Without threshold, the potential V would
onverge to its long-time limit I/γ (dashed line). Every
time the threshold Vθ = 1 is reahed, the potential V is
reset to zero and a pulse is sent.
oupling strength and dissipation are small, ε ≪ 1,
γ ≪ 1.
In a seminal work of 1990, Mirollo and Strogatz
generalized the approah of Peskin [4℄. Contrary to
Peskin, whose analysis was based on the linearity
of the dierential equations, Mirollo and Strogatz's
only assumptions were that the free (Si(t) ≡ 0) dy-
namis an be desribed by a phase-like variable and
that the interations are mediated by some potential
funtion U that is a monotonially inreasing and
onave down funtion of this phase [4℄ (for model
details see below). This framework inludes many
ases for whih the assoiated dierential equation
is nonlinear suh that its solution may not be known
expliitely and superposition arguments fail. Within
this general framework, they proved that, for all N ,
almost all initial onditions will ultimately end up
in the fully synhronous state. For systems without
dissipation (γ = 0), equivalent to linear funtions
U , Senn and Urbanzik [14℄ proved that the dynam-
is beomes fully synhronous even if the intrinsi
frequenies and the thresholds of the osillators are
not quite idential. Like the previous investigators,
they treated the ase without delay, τ = 0, for whih
the fully synhronous state stays the only attrator.
This periodi orbit is an example of period-one dy-
namis, for whih every osillator res exatly one
during one period, and is the simplest dynamis suh
a system may exhibit.
Within the framework introdued by Mirollo and
Strogatz, it was, moreover, shown that the introdu-
tion of a delay time τ > 0, that ours ubiquitously
in natural systems, hanges this situation drastially
[5, 6℄: With inreasing network size, an exponen-
tially inreasing number of attrators oexist. In a
large region of parameter spae, these are periodi
orbits with period-one dynamis, that exhibit several
groups of synhronized osillators (lusters), whih
reah threshold and send pulses alternately. It was
4also shown [5, 6℄ that these kinds of attrators arise
not only in exitatorily oupled networks (ε > 0) but
also if the osillators are oupled inhibitorily (ε < 0).
In the following part of this paper, we show that
for exitatory oupling, many of these periodi or-
bits with period-one dynamis are unstable attra-
tors. As a onsequene, trajetories onverge to-
wards these unstable attrators by synhronization
of groups of osillators into several lusters but, in
the presene of arbitrarily weak noise, diverge sub-
sequently via desynhronization of lusters.
III. MIROLLO-STROGATZ MODEL
We onsider a homogeneous network ofN all-to-all
pulse-oupled osillators with delayed interations.
A phase-like variable φi(t) ∈ (−∞, 1] speies the
state of eah osillator i at time t suh that the dif-
ferene between the phases of two osillators quanti-
es their degree of synhrony, with idential phases
for ompletely synhronous osillators. The free dy-
namis of osillator i is given by
dφi/dt = 1. (11)
Whenever osillator i reahes a threshold
φi(t) = 1 (12)
the phase is reset to zero
φi(t
+) = 0 (13)
and a pulse is sent to all other osillators j 6= i, whih
reeive this signal after a delay time τ . The intera-
tions are mediated by a funtion U(φ) speifying a
'potential' of an osillator at phase φ. The funtion
U is twie ontinuously dierentiable, monotonially
inreasing, U ′ > 0, onave (down), U ′′ < 0, and
normalized suh that U(0) = 0 and U(1) = 1.
For a general U(φ) we dene the transfer funtion
Hεˆ(φ) = U
−1(U(φ) + εˆ) (14)
that represents the response of an osillator at phase
φ to an inoming subthreshold pulse of strength εˆ
that indues an immediate phase jump to φ+ =
Hεˆ(φ). Depending on whether the input εˆ is sub-
threshold, U(φ) + εˆ < 1, or suprathreshold, U(φ) +
εˆ ≥ 1, the pulse sent at time t (Eq. (12)) indues a
phase jump after a delay time τ at time t′ = t + τ
aording to
φj(t
′+) =
{
Hεˆ(φj(t
′)) if U(φj(t
′)) + εˆ < 1
0 if U(φj(t
′)) + εˆ ≥ 1
.
(15)
0 Φ1 Φ1+ 1
0
1
U ¶
`
Figure 2: An inoming pulse of strength εˆ indues a phase
jump φ+1 := φ1(t
+) = U−1(U(φ1(t)) + εˆ) = Hεˆ(φ1) that
depends on the state φ1 := φ1(t) of the osillator at time
t of pulse reeption. Due to the monotoniity of U , an ex-
itatory pulse (εˆ > 0) indues an advaning phase jump.
If the inoming pulse puts the potential above threshold
(U(φ1) + εˆ > 1), the phase is reset to zero (φ
+
1 = 0). An
inhibitory pulse (εˆ < 0) would indue a regressing phase
jump suh that the phase may assume negative values
(not shown).
This phase jump (Fig. 2) depends on the phase
φj(t + τ) of the reeiving osillator at a time τ af-
ter the signal by osillator i has been sent at time t,
the eetive oupling strength εij = εˆ = ε/(N − 1),
and the nonlinear potential U . The interations are
either exitatory (ε > 0) induing advaning phase
jumps (Fig. 2) or inhibitory (ε < 0) induing re-
tarding phase jumps. Note that in response to the
reeption of an inhibitory pulse, the phases of the
osillators may also assume negative values.
The general lass of funtions U aptures the dy-
namis of a variety of systems. In partiular, given
any dierential equation of the form (7) the free
(Si(t) ≡ 0) dynamis of whih has a monotoni pe-
riodi solution V (t) with period T and negative ur-
vature, the funtion U an be taken as the saled
solution,
U(φ) := V (φT ). (16)
By this transformation, the general lass of pulse-
oupled osillators (Eqs. (1)(4)) with innitely fast
response (8) is mapped onto a normalized phase de-
sription (Eqs. (11)(15)). For instane, the stan-
dard leaky integrate-and-re osillator (9) with so-
lution (10) leads to
UIF(φ) =
I
γ
(1− e−γφT ) =
I
γ
(
1−
(
1−
γ
I
)φ)
.
(17)
Another example is given by the ondutane-based
threshold model of a neuron [29℄, in whih A(W ) =
γ(Weq −W ) and B(W ) = g(Ws −W ) with equilib-
rium potential Weq > 1, membrane time onstant
γ > 0, synapti reversal potential Ws, and ondu-
tivity g > 0. After a transformation of variables
5V = V (W ) aording to (5) and a saling (16) we
obtain
UCB(φ) =
ln
(
1 +Weq/Ws
[(
1−W−1eq
)φ
− 1
])
ln
(
1−W−1s
) .
(18)
The resulting potential funtion U is always mono-
tonially inreasing and, for a wide range of biologi-
ally reasonable values of Ws and Weq, also onave
down.
For all numerial studies and simulations pre-
sented in this paper, we use the funtional form
U(φ) = Ub(φ) = b
−1 ln
(
1 + (eb − 1)φ
)
(19)
that results in an ane transfer funtion Hεˆ(φ) =
eεˆbφ + const, that was utilized also in the original
work of Mirollo and Strogatz [4℄ as well as in the
later investigation of the inuene of delay [5, 6℄.
Compared to systems of nonlinear dierential
equations, the Mirollo-Strogatz approah has the ad-
ditional advantage, that numerial alulations an
be performed exatly on an event-by-event basis.
Given the state of the system at time t, dened by a
phase vetor φ(t) and a list of signals sent together
with their sending times, the dynamis an be om-
puted numerially by iterating between two kinds of
events (in an appropriate order):
1. If the next event is the reeption of a signal
after a time ∆t1, shift all phases φi(t) by this
amount and apply the map Hεˆ aording to
Eq. (15). If the reeived signal is subthreshold
for osillator j, its resulting phase is given by
φj(t+∆t1) = Hεˆ(φj(t) + ∆t1) , (20)
if the signal is suprathreshold for osillator
j′, φj′ (t) +∆t1 ≥ 1, its phase is reset to zero,
φj′ (t+∆t1) = 0.0 , (21)
and a signal is generated, i.e. its sending time
t +∆t1 and the set of sending osillators j
′
is
stored. If k > 1 signals have been simulta-
neously sent by synhronized osillators their
simultaneous arrival an simply be numeri-
ally realized by an enlarged oupling strength
(k − 1)εˆ or kεˆ, depending on whether or not
the onsidered reeiving osillator has sent one
of the k signals.
2. If the next event is that one or more osillators
reah threshold after time ∆t2 = 1−maxi φi(t)
(without reeiving an additional input signal
after a time ∆t1 < ∆t2), those osillators j are
reset to zero,
φj(t+∆t2) = 0.0 , (22)
and a signal is generated (see event 1.) whereas
the phases of all other osillators j′ are just
translated in time aording to
φj′ (t+∆t2) = φj′ (t) + ∆t2 . (23)
These are the only two possible events that hange
the state of the system, suh that the simulation time
is inreased by ∆t1 or ∆t2, depending on the kind of
event: To determine the state at the next time step
after time t numerially, one rst nds the minimum
of the time ∆t1 after whih the next signal would
arrive and the time ∆t2 after whih the next phase
would ross threshold without an additional inom-
ing signal (f. Eq. (15)). Thus, time steps smaller
than ∆tMS = min{∆t1 ,∆t2} do not need to be on-
sidered. Note that ∆tMS depends on the state of the
system suh that it hanges with time t.
This event-based numeris an be exploited for ev-
ery hoie of U(φ), and is not restrited to UIF(φ)
derived from the linear dierential equation (9), for
whih one may as well exatly numerially integrate
the original dierential equation due to linear super-
position (f. [30, 31℄).
Hene, in ontrast to standard numerial integra-
tion of nonlinear dierential equations, for whih the
time steps ∆tDE have to be taken suiently small
and the numeris is only approximate, the above nu-
merial algorithm for the Mirollo-Strogatz model is
exat. It is also fast, if osillators onstitute syn-
hronized groups, beause then typial time steps
are long, ∆tMS ≫ ∆tDE.
IV. PERPETUAL SYNCHRONIZATION
AND DESYNCHRONIZATION
For suh pulse-oupled systems, periodi orbits
with groups of synhronized units onstitute rele-
vant attrators [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 19,
20, 21, 22℄. As mentioned above, for the networks of
Mirollo-Strogatz osillators with delayed interations
(τ > 0) onsidered here, many dierent luster-state
attrators with several synhronized groups of osil-
lators (lusters) oexist [5, 6℄. After an initial tran-
sient, these networks settle down onto suh a periodi
orbit that displays period-one dynamis with lus-
ters ring suessively within eah period. Thus, in
partiular, phase-dierenes between osillators are
onstant at all times when a referene osillator is
reset.
Whereas the noise-free dynamis is seemingly simi-
lar for both kinds of oupling, in the presene of noise
the olletive behavior of exitatorily oupled osil-
lators strongly diers from that of osillators ou-
pled inhibitorily. For inhibitory oupling all luster-
state attrators are stable against small perturba-
6Figure 3: Phase dynamis of a large network (N = 100, τ = 0.15). Phases of all osillators are plotted whenever
a referene osillator has been reset suh that the axis labeled 'Time' is disrete and nonlinear. (a,b,) Inhibitory
oupling (ε = −0.2). (d,e,f) Exitatory oupling (ε = 0.2). (a,d) Dynamis with noise (noise level η = 10−3). (b,e)
Deterministi dynamis in response to a single phase perturbation (arrow, perturbation strength σ = 10−3); (b)
for inhibitory oupling the system returns to the attrator; (e) for exitatory oupling the system swithes from a
six-luster to a ve-luster state. (,f) Phase dierenes from the average phase of one luster (shown in b and e,
respetively) in response to the perturbation.
tions. Under the inuene of suiently weak noise
the system stays near some periodi orbit that has
been reahed after a transient from a random ini-
tial state (Fig. 3a). The dynamis after a small per-
turbation in an otherwise noiseless system onrms
this stability property: Perturbations to all lusters
deay exponentially and the original attrator is ap-
proahed again (Fig. 3b,).
In ontradistintion, for exitatory oupling, we
nd (f. Fig. 3d) that, although the system on-
verges towards a periodi orbit from random initial
states, small noise is often suient to drive the
system away from that attrator suh that sues-
sive swithing towards dierent attrators ours.
In priniple, this dynamis might be due to stable
attrators loated lose to the boundaries of their
basins of attration, suh that noise drives the tra-
jetory into a neighboring basin. If this explanation
were orret, ever smaller perturbations o the at-
trator would lead to an ever lower probability of
leaving its basin. In an otherwise noiseless system
we tested this possibility by applying instantaneous,
uniformly distributed, independent random pertur-
bations δi ∈ [0, σ] of gradually dereasing strengths
(down to σ = 10−14) to the phases φi of all osillators
i after the system had settled down to an attrator
(see Fig. 3e,f). Even for the weakest perturbations
applied, none of the perturbed states returned to
the attrator, but all trajetories separated from the
original attrator. We thus hypothesized that the
persistent swithing dynamis (Fig. 3d) is due to at-
trators that are unstable.
V. STABILITY ANALYSIS
In order to verify this hypothesis diretly, we an-
alyze a small network of N = 6 exitatorily ou-
pled osillators for whih instantaneous perturba-
tions lead to a similar swithing among attrators.
We x parameters to ε = 0.2, τ = 0.15 and the po-
tential funtion U(φ) = U3(φ) aording to Eq. (19).
At these parameters the network exhibits a set of
periodi orbits with period-one dynamis that are
related by a permutation of phases in suh a way,
that the system may swith among them (f. Fig. 4a,
points on the periodi orbits marked in red, yel-
low, blue). These orbits are struturally stable in
a neighborhood of these parameters and the fun-
tion U . Eah attrator an be haraterized by a
list of luster oupation numbers giving the num-
ber of osillators nk in the k
th
luster, ounted in
the order of inreasing phases at times after a refer-
ene osillator (i = 1) has been reset. For instane,
the attrator marked in yellow is haraterized by
the oupation list [2, 2, 1, 1] suh that the transi-
tions among the attrators (Fig. 4a) are desribed by
the sequene ([1, 2, 2, 1] (red)→ [2, 2, 1, 1] (yellow)→
[2, 1, 1, 2] (blue)→ [1, 2, 2, 1] (red)) for the partiular
set of perturbations applied. For eah of these three
7attrators there exists another permutation-related
attrator with the same oupation list but with the
phase values of the two lusters ontaining only one
osillator interhanged. It turns out that, depending
on the perturbation, transitions from one attrator
our to one of only two other attrators that are
related through the latter permutation. Thus, one
the system has settled down to one of the attrators
shown, it may swith within a set of six periodi orbit
attrators in response to suiently small perturba-
tions.
Due to their permutation-equivalene these or-
bits have idential stability properties. The state
of the network at time t is speied by φ(t) =
(φ1(t), . . . , φ6(t))
T
, suh that the orbit marked in yel-
low in Fig. 4a is dened by the initial ondition
φ(0) = (0, 0, A, A, B, C)T (24)
where
A = Hεˆ(τ) (25)
B = H2εˆ(1 + 2τ − a4) (26)
C = H2εˆ(Hεˆ(2τ) + 1 + τ − a4) (27)
and reursively dened
ai = U
−1(kiεˆ+ U(τ + ai−1)) (28)
for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, a0 = 0, and k1 = k3 = k4 = 1,
k2 = 2. Here the origin of time, t = 0, was hosen
suh that osillators 1 and 2 have just sent a signal
and have been reset. Moreover, at t = 0 only these
two signals (and no others) have been sent but not
yet reeived. The numerial values for the partiular
parameters onsidered, A ≈ 0.176, B ≈ 0.499, C ≈
0.747, an be identied in Fig. 4a (orbit marked in
yellow). This orbit indeed is periodi,
φ(T ) = φ(0), (29)
and, in partiular, period-one, suh that eah osil-
lator res exatly one during one period T .
To perform a stability analysis, we dene a
Poinare map by hoosing osillator i = 1 as a refer-
ene: Let
φn,i := φi(t
+
n ) (30)
be the perturbed phases of the osillators i at times
tn > 0, n ∈ N, just after the resets of osillator 1,
φ1(t
+
n ) ≡ 0. (31)
Thus the ve-dimensional vetor
δn = φn − (0, A, A, B, C
′)T (32)
Figure 4: Small network (N = 6, ε = 0.2, τ = 0.15)
exhibiting unstable attrators. (a) Noise-free phase dy-
namis in response to instantaneous perturbations of
magnitude σ = 10−3 (arrows). When an attrator is
reahed, the phase onguration speifying the urrent
luster state attrator is marked in olor. The pertur-
bations indue a split-up of lusters and a divergene
from the attrator suh that the network reahes dier-
ent attrators suessively. For the realization of per-
turbations shown, the attrators marked in red (luster
oupation list [1, 2, 2, 1]), yellow ([2, 2, 1, 1]), and blue
([2, 1, 1, 2]) are visited ylially. For eah of the three
attrators there exists another attrator with the same
luster oupation list but with phase values of the two
lusters with only one osillator interhanged. (b) Basin
struture of the three attrators olor-marked in (a) in
two-dimensional planar setion through six-dimensional
state spae. The planar setion is dened by one point on
eah of the three periodi orbit attrators, represented by
small red, yellow, and blue disks, respetively. Basins of
the three attrators are marked in the same olors. The
part of state spae within this setion is of hexagonal
shape. Darker gray areas are basins of the three other
permutation-related attrators (f. (a)) that are loated
outside the setion shown. Lightest gray marks the union
of the basins of all other attrators.
8denes the perturbations δn,i for i ∈ {2, . . . , 6} where
we hoose 0 < δn,2 and δn,3 < δn,4. Here
C′ = H2εˆ(Hεˆ(2τ +Hεˆ(0)) + 1 + τ − a4) (33)
that numerially yields C′ ≈ 0.756. Beause after a
general perturbation lusters are split up suh that
in partiular φ1 < φ2, osillator 6 reeives the (later)
signal from osillator 1 only after it is reset by the
(earlier) signal from osillator 2 resulting in C′ 6= C.
Thus, the original orbit is super-unstable, i.e. has
innite expansion rate and the stability analysis is
performed for the orbit obtained in the limit δn → 0.
It is important to note that unstable attrators also
exist that do not posses suh a partner orbit but
have a nite expansion rate themselves. For onve-
niene, we here ontinue onsidering the above set
of orbits that allow a straightforward explanation of
the phenomenon of unstable attration. Following
the dynamis, the ve-dimensional Poinare map is
given by
δn+1 = F (δn), (34)
where F is dened by
F2(δ) = 0
F3(δ) = L4 − L3 +Hεˆ(τ − L4 + L3)−A
F4(δ) = Hεˆ(τ + L4 − L3)−A
F5(δ) = Hεˆ(Hεˆ(1 + 2τ − L4) + L4 − L3)−B
F6(δ) = Hεˆ(L4 − L3 +Hεˆ(τ + 1− L3+
Hεˆ(2τ − δ2 +Hεˆ(δ2)))) − C
′
(35)
with the abbreviations
Li := Li(δ) = Hεˆ(τ +Hεˆ(τ − δ2 +Hεˆ(δ2+
Hεˆ(τ + δi − δ2 +Hεˆ(τ)))))
(36)
for i ∈ {3, 4}. Here the dierene L4−L3 in Eqs. (35)
is of order L4 − L3 = O(‖δ‖).
The linearized dynamis
δn+1
.
= Mδn (37)
of a slightly perturbed state with split-up lusters is
desribed by the Jaobian matrix
M =
∂F (δ)
∂δ
∣∣∣∣
δ=0
=


0 0 0 0 0
0 α −α 0 0
0 −β β 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0

 (38)
where α, β > 0 and ∗ denote nonzero real numbers.
It has four zero eigenvalues
λi = 0 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (39)
whih imply that a six-dimensional state-spae a-
essed by the random perturbation is ontrated
1Φ1 Φ2
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Figure 5: Simultaneous suprathreshold exitatory input
synhronizes immediately due to the reset at thresh-
old. Suiently small but positive phase dierenes
|φ2(t)− φ1(t)| > 0 are redued to zero suh that
φ2(t
+) = φ1(t
+) = 0. This is the mehanism of di-
mensional redution of eetive state spae, by whih
attrators an be built.
onto a two-dimensional manifold. This reets the
fat that suprathreshold input reeived simultane-
ously by two or more osillators (Fig. 5) leads to
a simultaneous reset and thus a synhronization of
these osillators independent of their preise phases.
If a single osillator is reset by a suprathreshold sig-
nal, it instantaneously exhibits a preise lag in ring
time ∆t = τ ompared to the osillator that has sent
this signal.
In partiular, the zero eigenvalues (Eq. (39)) re-
et the following ontrating dynamis: (i) Per-
turbations of phases δn,5 6= 0 or δn,6 6= 0 are re-
stored immediately by suprathreshold input pulses
reeived from osillators j = 6 or j = 1, respe-
tively. This gives rise to the eigenvalues λ1 = λ2 = 0
orresponding to the eigenvetors v1 ∝ (0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
T
and v2 ∝ (0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
T
. (ii) A splitting of the rst
luster, δn,2 > 0 ≡ δn,1 , orresponding to the vetor
v3 ∝ (1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
T
, is restored after one period due to
one suprathreshold input pulse from osillator j = 4.
At the same time, however, this splitting indues a
perturbation of osillators i = 5 and i = 6 suh that
δn+1,5 6= 0 and δn+1,6 6= 0 whih is restored aord-
ing to (i) in the subsequent period. Taken together,
this aounts for the eigenvalue λ3 = 0. (iii) As long
as δn,3 = δn,4 , a perturbation vetor is mapped onto
the subspae spanned by v1 and v2 (see (i)) within
one period and is then mapped onto zero during the
next period. As a result, the eigenvalue λ4 = 0 or-
responds to the diretion v4 ∝ (0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
T
. In ad-
dition to this analysis, a stability analysis for the
subset of states with the luster φ3(t) ≡ φ4(t) kept
synhronized, results in superstable diretions only,
as expeted.
In ontradistintion to this ontrating dynamis,
the onavity of U implies that simultaneous sub-
threshold input to two or more osillators leads to
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Figure 6: Simultaneous subthreshold exitatory in-
put desynhronizes due to the onavity of U . Small
phase dierenes |φ2(t)− φ1(t)| > 0 are inreased,∣∣φ2(t+)− φ1(t+)∣∣ > |φ2(t)− φ1(t)|, providing the meh-
anism that reates an instability.
an inrease of their phase dierenes, i.e. a desyn-
hronization of osillators with similar phases (Fig.
6). For the orbits onsidered here, this is reeted
by the only non-zero eigenvalue
λ5 =
(2U ′(c0)− U
′(a1))U
′(c1)U
′(c2)U
′(c3)
U ′(a1)U ′(a2)U ′(a3)U ′(a4)
> 1
(40)
where
ci = τ + ai (41)
for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and the ai are dened in Eq. (28).
Beause ci > ai > ci−1 for all i and U
′ > 0, U ′′ < 0,
this eigenvalue is larger than one, i.e. the periodi or-
bit is linearly unstable. This eigenvalue orresponds
to a split-up of the luster omposed of the osilla-
tors i = 3 and i = 4. Beause the Jaobian (38)
is not symmetri, the eigenvetors are not orthog-
onal suh that the orresponding eigenvetor is not
v ∝ (0, 1,−1, 0, 0)T but has a omponent in this di-
retion. If there is no homolini onnetion, this
instability implies that suh an attrator is not sur-
rounded by a positive volume of its own basin of at-
tration, but is loated at a distane from it: Thus,
every random perturbation to suh an attrator state
 no matter how small  leads to a swithing towards
a dierent attrator.
VI. UNSTABLE ATTRACTORS
Furthermore, this periodi orbit indeed is an at-
trator: Aording to the stability analysis, after
two rings of the referene osillator, a trajetory
perturbed o a periodi orbit (e.g. the one marked
in red in Fig. 4a, whih is permutation-equivalent to
the yellow one) is mapped onto a two-dimensional
manifold, re-synhronizing one luster. The traje-
tory then evolves towards a neighborhood of another
attrator (here: the yellow one) in a lower dimen-
sional eetive state spae without further dimen-
sional redution. Here, forming the seond luster,
suprathreshold input leads to the last dimensional
redution while the state is mapped diretly onto
the periodi orbit.
In general, a periodi orbit is unstable if, af-
ter a random perturbation into its viinity, one or
more lusters are not re-synhronized by simultane-
ous suprathreshold input but desynhronize due to
simultaneous subthreshold input. An unstable at-
trator results if these lusters are formed through
synhronization in a region of state spae that is lo-
ated remote from the periodi orbit towards whih
the state then onverges.
Although this is a disontinuous system with de-
layed interations suh that there is no simple basin
struture in the state spae of phases and signals,
a three-dimensional artoon of the basin struture
in a state spae of phases may help to gain further
insight about how trajetories approah and retreat
from an unstable attrator in the presene of noise.
Figure 7 shows that the basin volume is ontrated
by reating (at least) one luster in a region of state
spae that is remote from the attrator itself. In on-
trast, near the attrator, the same luster is unstable
against a split-up of the phases of the osillators it
ontains. Basially, suh an unstable attrator might
be viewed as an unstable periodi orbit with a remote
basin attahed to its stable manifold that ensures the
attrativity property.
It is important to note that for inhibitory oupling
we observe that all attrators are stable: An intuitive
explanation is that there is only a mehanism of syn-
hronization (Fig. 8) due to the onavity of U that
ontrats state spae volume suh that all attrators
with period-one dynamis are stable. It is instrutive
to ompare Fig. 8 for inhibition to Fig. 6 for exita-
tion that display how simultaneously inoming sub-
threshold pulses aet phase dierenes. Sine for
inhibition all attrators are period-one states [5, 6℄,
we expet that the possibility of unstable attrators
is exluded for this kind of oupling.
In order to further larify the struture of state
spae of networks of exitatorily oupled osilla-
tors, we numerially determined the basins of at-
tration of the three attrators displayed in Fig. 4a
in two-dimensional setions of state spae. The ex-
ample shown in Fig. 4b reveals that attrators are
surrounded by basins of attration of other attra-
tors as predited by the above analysis. Beause
of this basin struture, noise indues repeated at-
trator swithing among unstable attrators. Start-
ing from the orbit dened by (24) the system may
swith within sets of only six periodi orbit attra-
tors as is apparent from the basins shown in Fig. 4b.
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Figure 7: Cartoon of the basin struture of an unstable attrator A. First, a positive basin volume B(A) of states
is mapped onto a lower-dimensional eetive state spae. This is ahieved by simultaneous suprathreshold input to
a group of osillators, that synhronizes them to form one luster. Beause the attrator is loated remote from its
own basin volume the same luster may desynhronize in response to small perturbations near the attrator, where
inoming pulses are no longer supra- but subthreshold and thus lead to a desynhronization.
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Figure 8: Simultaneous inhibitory input synhronizes
due to the onavity of U . Contrary to networks of os-
illators oupled exitatorily, here the inhibitory intera-
tions allow subthreshold input only and lead to a derease
of phase dierenes,
∣∣φ2(t+)− φ1(t+)∣∣ > |φ2(t)− φ1(t)| .
Hene, these networks possess a mehanism for synhro-
nization, but there is no simple possibility of desynhro-
nizing a luster state.
However, in larger networks (f. e.g. Fig. 3d) a lus-
ter may split up in a ombinatorial number of ways
and exponentially many periodi orbit attrators are
present among whih the system may swith. The
larger suh networks are, the higher the exibility
they exhibit in visiting dierent attrators and ex-
ploring state spae.
Until now, the analysis has foussed on a small
network of N = 6 osillators, for whih ertain pe-
riodi orbits have been demonstrated to be unsta-
ble attrators. To study the desynhronization of
lusters also observed in larger network in greater
detail, we numerially determined the divergene of
small random perturbations to an attrator in a net-
work of N = 100 osillators. As an example we
hose two perturbations δ1 = σ1δ
∗
and δ2 = σ2δ
∗
into the same random diretion δ∗ ∈ [0, 1]N where
σ1 = 10
−12
and σ2 = σ1+10
−14
. Figure 9 shows that
the separation∆ := maxi |δ1,i−δ2,i| between the two
perturbed trajetories exponentially inreases with
time. This indiates that also for large networks,
desynhronization is due to a linear instability. Let
us remark that, due to the spiltting-up of lusters
by a general perturbation (f. Eqs. (32) and (33)),
two perturbations into independent diretions might
rst lead to an additional disontinuous separation,
followed by an exponential expansion.
As a seond quantity, that haraterizes the dy-
namis of swithing, we onsider the time needed
by the system to swith from an unstable attra-
tor towards a dierent attrator after a random per-
turbation of magnitude σ. The perturbations ap-
plied to the attrator are random phase vetors,
drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, σ]N , with
σ ∈ [10−12, 10−2]. As displayed in Fig. 10, for su-
iently small σ, this swithing time learly inreases
exponentially with dereasing σ. In partiular, this
indiates that the attrators found are indeed unsta-
ble and do not possess small ontrating open neigh-
borhoods. Furthermore, it onrms our observations
that the time of swithing is mainly determined by
the time of divergene from the original unstable at-
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Figure 9: Separation of two perturbations o an unsta-
ble attrator into the same random diretion for a large
network (N = 100, ε = 0.2, τ = 0.15). The separation
∆ grows exponentially with the time after the perturba-
tion, measured in number of ring events of a referene
osillator.
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Figure 10: Time of swithing between two attrators de-
pending on the perturbation strength σ for a large net-
work (N = 100, ε = 0.2, τ = 0.15). The swithing
time inreases exponentially with dereasing perturba-
tion strength. The disrete time axis (number of ring
events of a referene osillator) leads to a regular step-
ping that slightly disrupts the exponential trend.
trator. Thus, in the presene of external noise, we
expet a similar monotoni inrease of an approxi-
mate swithing time with the amplitude of the noise.
Taken together, this indiates that there exist also
unstable attrators in larger networks that are en-
losed by basins of other attrators. Thus, these
results strongly support the hypothesis, that the
swithing found in large networks in the presene of
noise (f. Fig. 3), is also due to unstable attrators.
It is important to note that, without a perturba-
tion, numerial noise does not indue a divergene
of trajetories from attrators whih are unstable:
Synhronization ours by simultaneously resetting
the phases of two or more osillators to zero (f. Fig.
5). Due to the global homogeneous oupling, all sig-
nals simultaneously reeived by these osillators are
of the same size and are exatly synhronous nu-
merially (see Se. III). Thus, although the phase-
advane omputed for suh signals is inuened by
numerial round-o errors, suh errors will be iden-
tial for phases of synhronized osillators and hene
not indue a numerial desynhronization.
VII. PREVALENCE AND PERSISTENCE
The preeeding analysis demonstrates the exis-
tene of unstable attrators. For exitatory ou-
pling, these unstable attrators oexist with stable
attrators. For a luster-state attrator to be stable,
all lusters neessarily reeive suprathreshold input
one per period that re-synhronizes possibly split-
up osillators. In general, a stable attrator has a
ontrating neighborhood in state spae from whih
perturbed trajetories return to the attrator. If an
attrator is unstable there are trajetories arbitrar-
ily lose to the attrator, whih diverge from it, suh
that unstable attrators do not exhibit a ontrating
neighborhood. In other words, an unstable attrator
has to be loated at the boundary of its own basin.
Therefore, the intuitive expetation is that parame-
ters of the system have to be preisely speied in
order to keep a periodi orbit simultaneously attrat-
ing and unstable. This leads to the question whether
the physial parameters of the system, in partiular
ε, τ , and N , need to be preisely tuned to obtain
unstable attrators.
To answer the question, how ommon unstable at-
trators atually are, we numerially estimated the
fration pu(N) of state spae oupied by basins of
unstable attrators. To obtain this estimate, we ini-
tialized the system with 1000 random initial phase
vetors, drawn from the uniform distribution on
[0, 1]N . Whenever a period-one orbit was reahed,
we applied one random phase perturbation δ drawn
from the uniform distribution on [0, σ]Nwhere we
hose σ = 10−6, a value well below all sales that are
determined by the model parameters, in partiular
σ ≪ ε/N for network sizes up to N ≈ 102. If per-
turbed trajetories did not return to the original at-
trator, it was ounted unstable. If no period-one or-
bit was reahed from a random initial state but, e.g.,
orbits of higher period, these were not tested for sta-
bility. Thus, the numerial method used estimates
a lower bound on pu(N). As an example, Fig. 11a
displays suh an estimate of pu(N) for ε = 0.2 and
τ = 0.15.
While for these parameters unstable attrators are
absent if networks are too small (here N ≤ 4) and
oexist with stable attrators in larger networks, the
fration approahes one for N ≫ 1. Other param-
eters (ε = 0.2, τ = 0.25) yield a dierent depen-
dene on the network size N . One again, unsta-
ble attrators arise only if the network size is not
too small (N ≥ 3). Yet, the fration pu(N) is only
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Figure 11: Prevalene of unstable attrators in large net-
works. (a) Unstable attrators prevail for large networks
for ertain parameters (ε = 0.2, τ = 0.15), but (b) are
not important in large networks for other parameters
(ε = 0.2, τ = 0.25). The fration pu(N) was estimated
for every N ≤ 128 from 1000 random initial phase ve-
tors, drawn from the uniform distribution on [0, 1]N .
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Figure 12: Unstable attrators persist in a wide region
of parameter spae in large networks (N = 100). Pa-
rameters with pu(100) > 0.5 are marked in blak; here
pu(100) was estimated from 100 random initial phase ve-
tors, drawn from the uniform distribution on [0, 1]N , for
every set of parameters (resolution ∆τ = ∆ε = 0.005).
substantial for moderate network sizes near N ≈ 10
and approahes zero for large N . More generally,
we observed that unstable attrators are absent in
small networks (f. [5, 6℄ for the ase N = 2) and
pu(N) approahes either zero or one in large net-
works, depending on the parameters. For networks
of N = 100 osillators, Fig. 12 shows the region of
parameter spae in whih unstable attrators prevail
(pu(100) > 0.5, estimated from 100 random initial
phase vetors). As this region overs a substantial
part of parameter spae, preise parameter tuning is
not needed to obtain unstable attrators. Further-
more we nd the same qualitative behavior indepen-
dent of the detailed form of U(φ). This indiates that
the ourrene of unstable attrators is a robust ol-
letive phenomenon in this model lass of networks
of exitatorily pulse-oupled osillators.
It is instrutive to note that, on theoretial
grounds, a period-one orbit is stable only if the lus-
ters have a dierene in ring times of ∆t = τ , suh
that its period is an integer multiple of τ . The
pulse sent by every single luster then leads to a
suprathreshold input to the following luster, that
in response to this input sends a pulse. If these on-
ditions are not satised for all lusters of a period-
one orbit, this orbit is unstable. In partiular, it
is unstable against a split-up of (at least) one lus-
ter. The same orbit may also be attrating if suh
a luster is formed in a region of state spae that is
loated remote from the attrator as exemplied by
the analysis in setion VI.
Whereas the analysis presented above gives some
insights into why unstable attrators exist and
demonstrates that they prevail under variation of
parameters, the preise reasons for their prevalene
await disovery in future studies.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The ourrene of unstable attrators per se is
an intriguing phenomenon beause it ontradits the
ommon intuition about the stable nature of attrat-
ing invariant sets in dynamial systems. Our results
suggest, that there are systems of pulse-oupled units
in whih unstable attrators may be the rule rather
than the exeption.
Unstable attrators persist under various lasses of
strutural modiations. For instane, preliminary
studies on networks with randomly diluted onne-
tivity suggest, that a symmetri, all-to-all onnetiv-
ity is not required [32℄. In addition, unstable attra-
tors also arise naturally in networks of inhibitorily
oupled osillators [33℄, if a lower threshold is in-
trodued and the funtion U is taken to be onvex
down, U ′′(φ) > 0, in a ertain range of phase values,
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a model variant motivated by experiments in ertain
biologial neural systems [29℄.
Moreover, it is expeted that every system ob-
tained by a suiently small strutural perturbation
from the one onsidered here will exhibit a similar set
of saddle periodi orbits, beause linearly unstable
states an generally not be stabilized by suh a per-
turbation. Although, in general, these orbits may no
longer be attrating, their dynamial onsequenes
are expeted to persist. In partiular, a swithing
along heterolini onnetions may our in the pres-
ene of noisy or deterministi, time-varying signals.
As in the original system, the sequene of states
reahed may be determined by the diretions into
whih suh a signal guides the trajetory. By in-
reasing and dereasing the strength of this signal,
the time-sale of swithing may be dereased and in-
reased, respetively, due to the linear instability.
Furthermore, swithing among unstable states
also ours in systems of ontinuously phase-oupled
osillators [34, 35℄ that an be obtained from pulse-
oupled osillators in a ertain limit of weak ou-
pling [36℄. In partiular, Hansel, Mato, and Meu-
nier [34℄ show that a system of phase-oupled osil-
lators may swith bak and forth among pairs of two-
luster states. Working in the limit of innitely fast
response, i.e. disontinuous phase jumps, we have
demonstrated that far more ompliated swithing
transitions may our in large networks if the osil-
lators are pulse-oupled.
Unstable attrators add a high degree of exibility
to a system allowing, e.g., swithing from one attra-
tor towards a set of other attrators. This may be
utilized for spei funtions. If, for instane, the
onvergene of the state of the system towards an
attrator has a funtional role, suh as the solution
of a omputational task [1, 2, 3℄, the exibility in-
dued by unstable attrators an provide the system
with a unique advantage: If the attrator is stable,
it will be hard to leave it after onvergene, e.g. the
ompletion of a task. With an unstable attrator,
however, a small perturbation is suient to leave
the attrator after onvergene and proeed with the
next task. This dynamial exibility might be used
eiently for the design of artiial systems and be
highly advantageous to the omputational apability
of natural systems like neuronal networks. Interest-
ingly, it has reently been shown that ertain models
of neural networks are apable of dynamially en-
oding information as trajetories near heterolini
onnetions [37℄.
In order to fully understand the apabilities of sys-
tems exhibiting unstable attrators or unstable peri-
odi orbits linked by heterolini onnetions and to
learn to design suh systems for spei funtions it
will be of major importane to further analyze the re-
quirements for the ourrene of unstable attrators
in dynamial systems and the fators whih shape
their basins. Our results indiate that networks of
pulse-oupled osillators may be a promising starting
point for suh investigations.
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